If a person has a bigger face, is he or she less prone to suffer from cognitive disorders than a person with a smaller face? Is this possible? If someone has a higher education and higher income, are they less likely to suffer from cognitive disorders than others. Is this possible, too? The answer to both questions is: yes, it is possible [1, 2] .
heart failure than others [4, 5] . Many researchers have found that women have ovarian and breast reserves [6] [7] [8] [9] , vitamins might increase liver reserve [10, 11] , mitochondrial reserve and physical exercise could increase respiratory reserve [12, 13] , and that even the same reserve factor can delay different disease morbidities [14, 15] .
Integrative reserve consists of 2 types: regulatory reserve and nonregulatory reserve. The most frequent type is regulatory reserve, which is regulated by reserve factors, such as weight, smoking, physical activity, vascular risk factors, frailty, lifestyle, dyslipidemia, educational level, pathoglycemia, and even depression. These factors can be regulated by various treatments, such as integrative therapies [16] including tai chi, mind therapy, diet, statins, antidepressants, traditional herbal medicine or acupuncture, and alternative medicines. Genetics, gender, nationality, aging, cranial capacity and intelligence quotient, among others, are nonregulatory reserve factors, and they are virtually unchangeable after birth. Integrative reserve is not simply the ability to delay morbidity for such diseases, the reserve factors can also be layered. Insufficient physical exercise, genetics and a poor diet might be important reserve factors for diabetes, and we might call these factors initial reserve factors. With the development of diabetes, it will function as a pathological factor for coronary diseases [15, 17] , so diabetes will be a second reserve factor according to this analogy.
Ancient traditional Chinese medicine (TCM), which is one type of integrative medicine, has advocated 'prevention before the disease appears' for over 2,000 years, and this concept is very similar to integrative reserve. TCM has already provided many effective therapies to deal with the prevention or delay of disease appearance [18, 19] .
Integrative medicine plays an important role in regulating reserve factors. It includes any treatment that will, through joint efforts, be able to make greater contributions to boosting medical advances and safeguarding human health [20] , which is a means of combining any effective method or treatment from complementary and alternative medicine or traditional and Western medicine, in order to avoid misdiagnoses, side effects or unilateral treatment, improve quality of life, and prolong lives [16] .
